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8 Healthy Habits for Weight Loss 
 

Losing weight is not just about dieting. More important are making lifestyle 

changes that can be helpful for losing weight and keeping the weight off. Here 

are some simple strategies. 

By Dennis Thompson, Jr. 

Medically reviewed by Pat F. Bass III, MD, MPH 

 

Losing weight and keeping it off is a matter of cutting back what you eat and increasing your amount of exercise. 

"The simplest equation in the world, calories in and calories out, determines your weight loss," says Christine 

Gerbstadt, MD, RD, of Sarasota, Fla., spokesperson for the American Dietetic Association.  

But if that's all you do, you may find yourself ultimately regaining the weight you worked so hard to lose. The 

reason: Weight loss is a matter of lifestyle and, if you don't adopt the healthy habits necessary to sustain your 

weight loss, you could backslide into overweight and obesity.  

Here are some tips aimed at helping you create a healthy lifestyle that will improve your chances for successful 

weight loss. They might seem like common sense, but many people committed to losing weight neglect these 

healthy habits and end up struggling to succeed.  
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Reference website: http://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutrition/food-and-mood/lifestyle-

changes/adopting-healthier-habits.aspx 
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